
Through Virasat, we have revived the dying artform
of crafting enamel jewels with gold. Thanks to the 
painstaking efforts of the few Karigars who have 

mastered the artistry, we bring you jewels that are 
truly one-of-a-kind. Here’s more on the enamel 

techniques used in Virasat.

ELEGANCE IN ENAMEL
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Rare artforms and unique modern 
techniques come together in the crafting
of Virasat. Each piece is handmade by 

multiple Karigars with unmatched artistry, 
who spend weeks perfecting a single

piece of jewellery!

The Artistry of



Plique A Jour
Enamel is made translucent, allowing 

the passage of light, creating a 
magnificent shine that adds to the 

elegance of the jewel.

Cloissonné Enamel
Transcending decades, this ancient 

technique makes way for metal to be 
exquisitely decorated with

traditional grace.



Enamel Base With
Laser Jaali

In this technique, a laser Jaali is 
stunningly set against the backdrop of 
enamel, creating a wondrous addition 

to traditional jewellery.

Cutwork Enamel
Atop a base with mesmerising intricate 
work, multiple pieces of enamel come 

together, adding colour and layers to the 
piece, creating breath-taking contrast.



Chatai Meena
(with Chilai in gold patterns)

Once engraved, Meena is spread on the base 
and polished, highlighting the elegance of 

the pattern with a bold and clean look.

Shading Enamel
A reflection of finest Karigari, Shading

Enamel involves creating subtle gradations by 
meticulously adorning the enamel with colours 

of the same family next to each other.



Painting Enamel
A rare art form in itself, it takes a highly 

skilled Karigar to create this magnificence! 
Using the jewel as a canvas, the Karigar uses 
a paintbrush to design the vibrant patterns.

Multi-Colour Enamel
Another technique that demands 

meticulous Karigari, this complex artistry 
is achieved through painting the jewel 

with multiple colours - each one requiring 
its own time to dry and set!
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SPLENDOUR
IN STONE

Rare stonework and unique 

settings bring alive the royal 

opulence of Virasat jewellery.



Takkar Setting 
Mostly in bright or deep red, Takkar is the 
name of small stones placed in a channel 

setting to bring out the contrast in design. Each 
stone is individually set, which makes it an 

immensely time-consuming work of Karigari.

Badroom & Talaf 
In Badroom, a single stone is inlayed with 
intricate work around it, highlighting its 

beauty. Although Talaf is much like Takkar, 
the beauty is in using bigger stones in settings 

that are not restricted to a channel.



Stone Inlay
A highly meticulous technique where gold is 
dug out to carefully set a stone in the void, 
ensuring it does not break. This gives the 

jewel a flush look as opposed to the far easier 
process of setting the stone atop. The trick 

here is to dig out gold in the exact shape and 
size of the stone, making each piece a feat in 

incredible craftsmanship.

Fungur
A wire is drawn through the hole in a pearl,

as its tip sits atop the pearl as a crown.



Faceted Gemstones
A charismatic cut of gemstones with 

multiple flat surfaces.

Elaborate Piroi In
Unique Colour Combinations

Beautiful beads are strung to provide
volume and spread.



Open Setting
This incredible setting allows a 

translucent gem to be set so that the 
passage of light through it, is assured. 

Bunching
Charming beads are bunched together to 

accentuate the magnitude of a piece.



GRANDEUR
IN GOLD

The solid gold jewellery in 

Virasat is crafted using a 

combination of new and 

sophisticated gold techniques, 

to create differentiation that

works wonders!

Laser Mirror Highlight
Mirror highlights adorn the jewels, 

elevating its splendour.



3D Casted Elements
This fairly modern technique accentuates 
the traditional charm of Virasat jewellery. 
It’s achieved by using pre-casted pieces in 

the casting process. 

Intricate Patterns
In Laser Cut

Stunning lines and shapes are
carved in gold through laser, forming 

wondrous patterns!



Chatai & Jaali
In the Chatai technique, the Karigar embosses 
captivating designs on a sheet of gold using a 

hammer. Each stroke from the back of the gold 
sheet, forms the beautiful designs on the front!

In Jaali, negative spaces are carved out on a sheet 
of gold, which gives it volume. It’s done to control 

weight and still provide spread.

Partaj
Guided by the design pattern, the Karigar 
makes deep engravings on a thick sheet of 

gold. The spaces left by the gold is then filled 
with vibrant colours to bring out the

engraved design.



Laster Matte Finish
Using laser, a textured surface is 
created on gold, which gives the 

pieces a refined splendour!

Mirror Finish Base
This technique creates a surface on gold 

that shines like a mirror. Often, these 
creations are used to give a silhouette 

effect or a subtle highlight to the jewels, 
or to simply provide contrast to highlight 

a different design. 

Chatai & Jaali
In the Chatai technique, the Karigar embosses 
captivating designs on a sheet of gold using a 

hammer. Each stroke from the back of the gold 
sheet, forms the beautiful designs on the front!

In Jaali, negative spaces are carved out on a sheet 
of gold, which gives it volume. It’s done to control 

weight and still provide spread.


